L'attività scientifica di anni - Marchis Gabriela

Anno 2019 - Punteggio totale: 158

Conferenze
* Punteggio: 60

Lavori scientifici presentati alla conferenza internazionale organizzata da UDJ
* Punteggio: 35

Marchis Gabriela

(Re)Inventing Galati-Braila Urban Agglomeration with the Support of HEIs

EIRP 2019

ISSN: ------------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 82 - 93
DOI: ----------------------------------
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

Conferenze internazionali che si tengono nel paese
* Punteggio: 25

Marchis Gabriela

The challenges of sustainable territorial development for South-East Region of Romania

56ème colloque de l’ASRDLF & 12ème colloque de l’ARSR «Les territoires face au défi de la durabilité. Regards croisés

ISSN: ------------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 1 - 10
DOI: ----------------------------------
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

Citando l'articolo su riviste indicizzate BDI

* Punteggio: 30

Marchis Gabriela

Lavori scientifici presentati a conferenze internazionali che si tengono nel paese
* Punteggio: 25

Marchis Gabriela

The challenges of sustainable territorial development for South-East Region of Romania

56ème colloque de l’ASRDLF & 12ème colloque de l’ARSR «Les territoires face au défi de la durabilité. Regards croisés

ISSN: ------------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 1 - 10
DOI: ----------------------------------
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

PUNTEGGIO: 25
Fondurile structurale – instrumente ale politicii regionale în contextul procesului de integrare europeană

ISSN: ........................ Vol. �� Nr. �� pp: 0-0
DOI: -------------------------------
Editore: ASE București
Link: ----------------------------------

Link SOCED: ____________________________________________________________

Cítazione MIHAELA MUSAT
European Union Economic Integration And Development

Global Economic Observer
ISSN: ........................ Vol. �� Nr. �� pp: 80-85
DOI: -------------------------------
Editore: Fundația Academică Danubius, Galați
ISBN: 978-973-8409-81-1

PUNTEGGIO: 10

Teoria integrării economice comunitare

ISSN: ........................ Vol. �� Nr. �� pp: 1-188
DOI: -------------------------------
Editore: ________________________________
ISBN: 978-973-8409-81-1

Link SOCED: ____________________________________________________________

Cítazione MIHAELA MUSAT
European Union Economic Integration And Development

Global Economic Observer
ISSN: ........................ Vol. �� Nr. �� pp: 80-85
DOI: -------------------------------
Editore: ________________________________
ISBN: 978-973-8409-81-1

PUNTEGGIO: 10

Fundamentals of Business Incubator Development

Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica
ISSN: 2065-0175 Vol. 3 Nr. 1 pp: 85-94
DOI: -------------------------------
Editore: ________________________________
ISBN: 978-973-8409-81-1

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_002/WP8t4itI7c.pdf

Cítazione Hussain Waleed Hussain
The Role of Business Incubators in Determining the Strategic Direction of the Business Organization

ISSN: ........................ Vol. �� Nr. �� pp: 0-0
DOI: -------------------------------
Editore: ________________________________
ISBN: 978-973-8409-81-1

PUNTEGGIO: 10
Barometers of Regional Development Trends in the case of South-East region of Romania

Marchis Gabriela

Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica

ISSN: 2065-0175 Vol. 15 Nr. 6 pp: 136 - 152
Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0,065

DOI: ----------------------------------------


Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_015/Z1cFe00z96.pdf

---

PUNTEGGIO: 68
Anno 2018 - Punteggio totale: 79

Conferenze
* Punteggio: 35

Lavori scientifici presentati alla conferenza internazionale organizzata da UDJ
* Punteggio: 35

Marchis Gabriela

Innovation and Development of HEIs. Competency Framework and Core Values of DUG’s Management Team

EIRP 2018

ISSN: 0000-0000 Vol. 13 Nr. 00 pp: 00-00
Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0
ISBN: 0000-0000


Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_014/dA83INie09.pdf

Articoli Scientifici
* Punteggio: 44

Marchis Gabriela

Examining the Strategic Framework of Romania’s Educational Infrastructure from the Perspective of European Integration

Journal of Danubian Studies and Research

ISSN: 0000-0000 Vol. 8 Nr. 1 pp: 00-00
Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0
ISBN: 0000-0000


Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_014/xgop0fRNf1.pdf
Șendreni: monografia comunei

ISSN: 1682-0778 Vol. 5 Nr. 1 pp: 1 - 193
DOI: 10.14577/07192618
Editore: Zigotto, Galați

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_012/7ILl5Jr4UB.pdf

Monografia comunei Cuza Vodă: Cuza Vodă de ieri și de astăzi

ISSN: 2448-4016 Vol. 5 Nr. 1 pp: 1 - 215
DOI: 10.14577/07192618
Editore: Zigotto, Galați

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_012/7ILl5Jr4UB.pdf
Dezvoltarea conurbației Galați – Brăila între oportunitățile perioadei de programare 2014 – 2020 și interes(e)


ISSN: ----------------- Vol. ------ Nr. ------- pp: 75 - 81
DOI: ------------------------------------------
Editore: Universitară Danubius, Galați

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_012/3C86W9u9bK.pdf

Conferențe
* Punteggio: 145

Lavori scientifici presentati alla conferenza internazionale organizzata da UDJ
* Punteggio: 35

Marchis Gabriela

In “No Time”, Not “Out of Time”! - A Lesson about Strategic Thinking in Regional Development

EIRP 2017

ISSN: 2067 - 9211 Vol. 12 Nr. 1 pp: 260 - 269
DOI: ------------------------------------------

Lavori scientifici presentati a conferenze internazionali tenute all’estero

* Punteggio: 60
Managing Quality Assurance in HEIs – the case of Danubius University of Galati

Volume 1 of the International Conference “Education and Cultural Heritage” ICECH 2017, Belgian-Italian Chamber of

ISSN: 2304-473X Vol. ------ Nr. ------- pp: 8 - 21

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

Editor: ------------------------------------------------ ISRN: ----------------------------------
Link: --------------------------------------------------

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_012/7iqqk8rqje.pdf

The Landscape of EU Financial Assistance for Regional Development
during 2014 – 2020 Programing Period

ISSN: 2392 – 8123 Vol. X Nr. III pp: 150 - 156

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

Editor: Independenta Economică ISRN: ----------------------------------
Link: http://www.strategiimanageriale.ro/images/images_site/categorii_articole/pdf_categorie_9af95bc63ae9ef4a3bc53f4f9a98feb.pdf

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_013/4Fvw1ulY3x.pdf

* Punteggio: 50

PUNTEGGIO: 60

PUNTEGGIO: 25
Marchis Gabriela

The Need of Regional Leadership in Romania, After 10 Years of EU Membership

STRATEGII MANAGERIALE / MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES, Revistă editată de Universitatea „Constantin Brâncoveanu” Impact factor: 0
ISSN: 2392 – 8123 Vol. X Nr. III pp: 17 - 23 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: -------------------------------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0
Editore: Independența Economică ISBN:----------------------------------
Link: http://www.strategiimanageriale.ro/images/images_site/categorii_articole/pdf_categorie_9af95bc63eac9ef4a3bc53f04f998feb.pdf
Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_013/40Yf12z8bM.pdf

CITAZIONE
* Punteggio: 30

Citoldo l'articolo su riviste indicizzate BDI

* Punteggio: 30

Marchis Gabriela

A Cohesive Romania: New Instruments, New Concepts, Maybe New Regions

10th International Conference of Romanian Regional Science Association, “Regional Development and Europe Impact factor: 0
ISSN: 26 - 33 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: -------------------------------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0
Editore: -------------------------------------------------- ISBN:----------------------------------
Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_009/8Hy0qN0SE1.pdf

CITAZIONE
* Punteggio: 30

Alina Haller

INTEGRATION THROUGH REGIONALIZATION IN THE COMMUNITY SPACE

Romanian Academy, Iasi - ICES „Gh. Zane” Impact factor: 0
ISSN: 270 - 281 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: -------------------------------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0
Editore: -------------------------------------------------- ISBN:----------------------------------
PUNTEGGIO: 10
Marchis Gabriela

Fundamentals of Business Incubator Development

Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica
ISSN: 2065-0175 Vol. 3 Nr. 1 pp: 85 - 94 Impact factor: 0
DOI: ----------------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0.065

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_002/WP8t4it7c.pdf

Citazione
Logaiswari Indiran, Zainab Khalifah, Kamariah Ismail, Santhi Ra
Business Incubation in Malaysia: An Overview of Multimedia Super Corridor, Small and Medium Enterprises, and Incubators in Malaysia
Handbook of Research on Small and Medium Enterprises in Developing Countries
ISSN: ---------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------ pp: 1 - 23 Impact factor: 0
DOI: ----------------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0
PUNTEGGIO: 10

Marchis Gabriela

Study Regarding Romanian Entrepreneurship

Euroeconomica
ISSN: 1582-8859 Vol. 30 Nr. 5 pp: 129 - 136 Impact factor: 0
DOI: ----------------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0.07

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_004/8xFMMG7phc.pdf

Citazione
Elena Druică, Ana-Maria Grigore
Fixed effects models to assess the effectiveness of entrepreneurial diversification strategy in SMEs
Romanian Statistical Review
ISSN: ---------------- Vol. ----- Nr. 1 pp: 39 - 55 Impact factor: 0
DOI: ----------------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0
PUNTEGGIO: 10
Anno 2016 - Punteggio totale: 346,5
Monografie e capitoli scientifico monografia
* Punteggio: 136

Libro pubblicato all’estero

* Punteggio: 11
Marchis Gabriela

EU Financial Assistance – A Toolkit for Transforming Hopes into Reality in order to Achieve Gender Equality

Sexism – Topical Issues. Case Studies. Perspectives

Impact factor: 0

ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 48 - 54
DOI: -----------------------------
Editor: LAP Lambert Academic Publishing
ISBN:978-3-659-95910-3

Link: https://www.researchgate.net/publication/309310963_EU_Financial_Assistance-_A_Toolkit_for_Transforming_Hopes_into_Reality_in_order_to_Achieve_Gender_Equality

Libri CNCSIS pubblicati (CENAPOSS)

* Punteggio: 125
Marchis Gabriela

Economie europeană pe înțelesul tuturor (curs ID/FR/IF)

Impact factor: 0

ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 1 - 125
DOI: -----------------------------
Editor: Universitară Danubius, Galați

Conferenze

* Punteggio: 95

Lavori scientifici presentati alla conferenza internazionale organizzata da UDJ

* Punteggio: 35
Lavori scientifici presentati a conferenze internazionali che si tengono nel paese

* Punteggio: 25

Marchis Gabriela

Building Clusters - A Starting Point for Galati Local Economic Development

Clusters as Drivers of Value Chain Development across the Danube Region - Knowledge Triangle

ISSN: ------------------ Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 241 - 256 Impact factor: 0
DOI: ---------------------- L'impatto relativo: 0
Editore: Economică Factor REPEC: 0
ISBN: --------------------------

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_010/RgaWwSp7Nu.pdf

Articoli scientifici presentati a conferenze internazionali detenute all’estero e pubblicati in volumi ISI Proceedings

* Punteggio: 35
Stanciu (Chiriloae) Violeta
Marchis Gabriela

Social Economy and Corporate Social Responsibility the Joint Venture between Democracy and Capitalism
Proceedings of the 28th International Business Information Management Association Conference “Vision 2020:
ISSN: ------------------ Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 1208 - 1217
DOI: -------------------------------
Editore: Seville, Spain
ISBN: 978-0-9860419-8-3
Link: http://www.ibima.org/SPAIN2016/papers/viol.html

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

PUNTEGGIO: 35

Fundamentals of Business Incubator Development
Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica
ISSN: 2065-0175 Vol. 3 Nr. 1 pp: 85 - 94
DOI: -------------------------------
Link: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_002/WP8t4it7c.pdf

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0,065

PUNTEGGIO: 40

Eloy Sentana, Reyes Gonzalez, Jose Gasco, Juan Llopis
The social profitability of business incubators: a measurement proposal
Entrepreneurship and Regional Development
ISSN: ------------------ Vol. 29 Nr. 1-2 pp: 116 - 136
DOI: 10.1080/08985626.2016.1255436
Editore: -------------------------------
ISBN: -------------------------------

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

PUNTEGGIO: 40

Citation in books published abroad
* Punteggio: 20
Ionescu Romeo Victor
Marchis Gabriela

**The Global Crisis’ Impact over EU Public Policies**

ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 1 - 356

DOI: ------------------------------- L'impatto relativo: 0


**Fundamentals of Business Incubator Development**

Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica

ISSN: 2065-0175 Vol. 3 Nr. 1 pp: 85 - 94

DOI: ------------------------------- L'impatto relativo: 0


**E Sentana, R González, J Gascó**

*The social profitability of business incubators: a measurement proposal*

Entrepreneurship & Regional Development

ISSN: -------------- Vol. 29 Nr. 1-2 pp: 116 - 136

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/08995626.2016.1255436


**PUNTEGGIO:** 10

---

*Punteggio: 10*
Marchis Gabriela

The Absorption of European Funds. Premise of Romanian Business Environment Development

6th Edition of International Conference The European Integration – Realities and Perspectives Proceedings

ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 445 - 450
DOI: ---------------

Editor: Danubius University Press Galati
ISBN: ---------------------

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0
DOI: ----------------------------------------

Marchis Gabriela

Doing Business In Romania Between Hopes, Realities And Risks

Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica

ISSN: 2065-0175 Vol. 12 Nr. 4 pp: 86 - 94
DOI: ---------------

Editor: --------------------------------------------- ISBN: ----------------------------------

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0.065
DOI: ----------------------------------------

Marchis Gabriela
Anno 2015 - Punteggio totale: 292

Monografie e capitoli scientifico monografia

* Punteggio: 132

Libri CNCSIS pubblicati (CENAPSOSS)

* Punteggio: 132

Marchis Gabriela

Mediul de afaceri european, ediția a II-a revizuită și adăugită

ISSN: ---------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 1 - 132
Impact factor: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

DOI: -------------------------

Editore: Universitară Danubius, Galați

Link: ----------------------------------------

Link SOCED: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Conferențe

* Punteggio: 60

Lavori scientifici presentati alla conferenza internazionale organizzata
da UDJ

* Punteggio: 35

Marchis Gabriela

The Potential Sources of Change in Romania Regional Policy

EIRP 2015 Proceedings

ISSN: ---------------- Vol. 10 Nr. ------- pp: 546 - 552
Impact factor: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

DOI: -------------------------

Editore: Danubius University Press
ISBN: ---------------------------


Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_006/0iDw96s312.pdf

Lavori scientifici presentati a conferenze internazionali che si tengono
nel paese

* Punteggio: 25
A Cohesive Romania: New Instruments, New Concepts, Maybe New Regions

10th International Conference of Romanian Regional Science Association, “Regional Development and Europe

ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 26 - 33
DOI: -------------------------
Editor: -------------------------- ISBN: --------------------------


L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

Impact factor: 0

Study Regarding Romanian Entrepreneurship

Euroeconomica

ISSN: 1582-8859 Vol. 30 Nr. 5 pp: 129 - 136
DOI: -------------------------
Editor: -------------------------- ISBN: --------------------------


Punteggio: 25

THE ROLE OF SMEs IN ASSESSING THE CONTRIBUTION OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP TO GDP IN THE ROMANIAN BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Amfiteatru Economic

ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 195 - 211
DOI: -------------------------
Editor: -------------------------- ISBN: --------------------------

Punteggio: 40

Punteggio: 20
The EU New Cohesion Policy – A Leading Part in Transforming the European Economy

Economics, Management and Financial Markets

ISSN: 1842-3191 Vol. 9 Nr. 4 pp: 147 - 156 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ----------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0


Link: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Gabriela_Marchis/publication/263468242_The_EU_New_Cohesion_Policy_A_Leadin_ PART_in_Transforming_the_European_Economy/links/53de123c0cf

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_009/532s97r7Sl.pdf

Citazione: Maja Šegula

USPEŠNOST IN UČINKOV ITOST ČRPANJA KOHEZIJSKIH SREDSTEV ZA RAZVOJ ŽELEZNIŠKE INFRASTRUKTURE V REPUBLIKI SLOVENIJI

Impact factor: 0 L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

PUNTEGGIO: 20

* Punteggio: 40

Trends in European CAP: New Opportunities for Romania

International Conference on Business and Economy, Spiru Haret University, Faculty of Accounting and Financial

ISSN: ----------------------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ----- pp: 0 - 0 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ----------------------------- Factor REPEC: 0

Editore: “Conference Proceeding Book”, Addleton Academic

Link SOCED: -----------------------------

Citazione: ATTILA NEMET

POTENTIAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT ANALYSIS IN WESTERN AND CENTRAL REGIONS THROUGH COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY

Lucrări Științifice Management Agricol

Impact factor: 0 L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

PUNTEGGIO: 10
Marchis Gabriela

**Fundamentals of Business Incubator Development**

*Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica*

ISSN: 2065-0175  Vol. 3  Nr. 1  pp: 85 - 94  
Impact factor: 0

DOI: _____________________________  
Factor REPEC: 0,065

Editore: ___________________________  
ISBN: ______________________________


Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_002/WP8t4lt7c.pdf

---

**Marchis Gabriela**

**Study Regarding Romanian Entrepreneurship**

*Euroeconomica*

ISSN: 1582-8859  Vol. 30  Nr. 5  pp: 129 - 136  
Impact factor: 0

DOI: _____________________________  
Factor REPEC: 0,07

Editore: ___________________________  
ISBN: ______________________________


Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_004/8xFMMG7phc.pdf

---

**Profiroiu Marius Ionescu Romeo Victor Constantin Daniela Luminița Marchis Gabriela**

**Between Do’s and Don’ts in the catching-up process – lessons for Romania from the EU-15 cohesion countries**

*Transilvanian Review of Administrative Sciences*

ISSN: ______________  Vol. ______  Nr. 26  pp: 139 - 155  
Impact factor: 0

DOI: _____________________________  
Factor REPEC: 0

Editore: ___________________________  
ISBN: ______________________________

Link: ____________________________________________


---

**Citazione**

Dan Armeanu, Nicolae Istudor, Leonard Lache

ROLUL IMM-URILOR ÎN EVALUAREA CONTRIBUŢIEI ANTREPRENORIATULUI LA FORMAREA PRODUSULUI INTERN BRUT ÎN MEDIUL DE AFACERI ROMÂNESC amfiteatrueconomic.ro

ISSN: ______________  Vol. ______  Nr. ______  pp: 198 - 215  
Impact factor: 0

DOI: _____________________________  
Factor REPEC: 0

Editore: ___________________________  
ISBN: ______________________________

Link: ____________________________________________

---

**Citazione**

AA Morosan

The influence of the enterprise size on the effect of EU grants

*The USV Annals of Economics and Public...*

ISSN: ______________  Vol. ______  Nr. ______  pp: 0 - 0  
Impact factor: 0

DOI: _____________________________  
Factor REPEC: 0

Editore: ___________________________  
ISBN: ______________________________

PUNTEGGIO: 10
EU Funding for 2014-2020 – Upcoming Opportunities and Challenges

Marchis Gabriela

The Driving Force of the University in Promoting Regional Development

Marchis Gabriela

Citing the article in indexed BDI journals

* Punteggio: 40

Citing the article in journals indexed BDI

* Punteggio: 40
Marchis Gabriela

**Trends in European CAP: New Opportunities for Romania**

International Conference on Business and Economy, Spiru Haret University, Faculty of Accounting and Financial Impact factor: 0
ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 0 - 0 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ------------------------ Factor REPEC: 0
Link: -----------------------------------------------------

Link SOCED: __________________________________________________________________________

---

**Ciratizone** M Sejdini
Evaluating Efficiency Of Local Government: Theories And Practices

International Advisory Board Impact factor: 0
ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 0 - 0 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ------------------------ Factor REPEC: 0
Editore: ____________________________________________
ISBN: ____________________________________________

PUNTEGGIO: 10

---

Marchis Gabriela

**Trends in European CAP: New Opportunities for Romania**

International Conference on Business and Economy, Spiru Haret University, Faculty of Accounting and Financial Impact factor: 0
ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 0 - 0 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ------------------------ Factor REPEC: 0
Link: -----------------------------------------------------

Link SOCED: __________________________________________________________________________

---

**Ciratizone** Flavius Mihalache
Overview of the Romanian Rural Development Policy: 2007-2013

European Journal of Social Sciences Education and Research Impact factor: 0
ISSN: 2312-8429 Vol. 1 Nr. 2 pp: 252 - 256 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ------------------------ Factor REPEC: 0
Editore: ____________________________________________
ISBN: ____________________________________________

PUNTEGGIO: 10

---

Marchis Gabriela

**Study Regarding Romanian Entrepreneurship**

Euroeconomica Impact factor: 0
ISSN: 1582-8859 Vol. 30 Nr. 5 pp: 129 - 136 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ------------------------ Factor REPEC: 0.07
Editore: ____________________________ ISBN:-----------------------------

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_004/8xFMMG7phc.pdf

---

**Ciratizone** S DEMYEN
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF SMES: A BREAKIN THE MANNER OF UNEMPLOYMENT SUZANA DEMYEN AND IOAN LALA-POPA
Social Economics and Entrepreneurship Impact factor: 0
ISSN: -------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 0 - 0 L'impatto relativo: 0
DOI: ------------------------ Factor REPEC: 0
Editore: ____________________________________________
ISBN: ____________________________________________

PUNTEGGIO: 10
Marchis Gabriela

Fundamentals of Business Incubator Development

Acta Universitatis Danubius. Oeconomica

ISSN: 2065-0175 Vol. 3 Nr. 1 pp: 85 - 94
DOI: ---------------------------------

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0,065

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_002/WP8t4lt7c.pdf

Citation

Sergio Azevedo Fonseca
INCUBADORAS COMO VETORES PARA A PROMOÇÃO DE TECNOLOGIAS LIMPAS EM EMPREENDIMENTOS DE PEQUENO PORTE: POSSIBILIDADES E LIMITES
REV. ADM. MACKENZIE

ISSN: 1678-6971 Vol. 16 Nr. 1 pp: 188 - 212
DOI: ---------------------------------

Autocitazione

* Punteggio: 0

Ionescu Romeo Victor
Marchis Gabriela

The Global Crisis’ Impact over EU Public Policies

ISSN: ----------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ----- pp: 1 - 356
DOI: ------------------

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

Citation

Ionescu Romeo
REGIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT UNDER THE CRISIS’ IMPACT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ISSN: ----------------- Vol. ----- Nr. ----- pp: 1 - 301
DOI: ------------------

Articoli Scientifici

* Punteggio: 40

Articolo nella pubblicazione - revisori e redazione con internazionale (BDi rivista indicizzati e / o B+)

* Punteggio: 40
The EU New Cohesion Policy – A Leading Part in Transforming the European Economy

Economics, Management and Financial Markets

ISSN: 1842-3191  Vol. 9  Nr. 4  pp: 147 - 156
DOI: -----------------------------  Impact factor: 0  L'impatto relativo: 0  Factor REPEC: 0


Link: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Gabriela_Marchis/publication/263468242_The_EU_New_Cohesion_Policy__A_Leading_Part_in_Transforming_the_European_Economy/links/53de123c0cf

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_009/532s97r75I.pdf

PUNTEGGIO: 40
Anno 2013 - Punteggio totale: 209

Monografie e capitoli scientifico monografia
* Punteggio: 120

Libri CNCSIS pubblicati (CENAPOSS)
* Punteggio: 120

Marchis Gabriela
Economie europeană

ISSN: ------------------ Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 1 - 120
DOI: -------------------------
Editore: Universitară Danubius, Galați
ISBN: 978-606-533-324-6

Impact factor: 0
L'impatto relativo: 0
Factor REPEC: 0

Link SOCED: http://evidentacercetare.univ-danubius.ro/Surse/Set_006/5I204Xjvov.pdf

Conferenze
* Punteggio: 25

Lavori scientifici presentati a conforenz internazionali che si tengono nel paese
* Punteggio: 25

Marchis Gabriela
Opportunities, Challenges and Results of the Performance Management Process
International Conference of Annals of the University of Bucharest – Series of Administrative Science (AUB-SAS) “The
ISSN: ------------------ Vol. ----- Nr. ------- pp: 371 - 380
DOI: -------------------------
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